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Legendary craftsmanship shapes unique
accommodation in the Japanese Alps

High-end camps with epic cuisine and
sublime service await elite explorers

The merits of visiting this glamorous
Italian island in the shoulder seasons
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A land adventure in Antarctica gives
you a greater appreciation for our
planet, finds Ali Wunderman

t's latewhen the planelands deep
Iwithin Antarctica's interior, but a
sky full of burning bright sunshine is
no help in determining exactly how
late. Summer in the White Continent
makes time an inscrutable concept,
irrelevant save for the purpose of
coordinating the whereabouts of
multiple people. And the people
I'm with seem just as unconcerned
about what the clock says because,
like me, they are albout to take their
first step onto the southern ice.

a territory of Norway. And did I
say plane? Most people associate
travel to Antarctica with cruise
ships, and for good reason: that's
how 90% of the continent's visitors
arrive and experience it. White
Desert, however, was not created
to facilitate typical experiences.
Rather, its polar-exploring founders,
Patrick and Robyn Woodhead,
dreamed of sharing the Antarctica
they had come to know, an unbroken
landscape as savage as it is beautiful,
a place so devoid of life that it
becomes impossible to ignore the
profundity of your own.

I'm here with the eponymous
White Desert, an ultra-luxury tour
operator headquartered in South
Africa but with a team in the UK. The
brand has three exclusive camps
in Antarctica's Queen Maud Land,

My journey begins on an Airbus
A340 out of Cape Town, the plane's
sights set on a runway made of
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blue ice. It's a five-hour flight due
south, during which the night-time
and the stars fade into a sheer

brightness that will persist for my
week-long visit. If the weather in
Antarctica turns, which it often does,
we may have to fly back at any
moment. Fortunately, an hour before
our scheduled landing, the plane's
cabin temperature is lowered and
we're instructed to don the many
layers of cold-weather gear that
the White Desert team approved
before our departure. Sub-zero
temperatures and biblical winds
are constant in Antarctica, and they
can kill quickly when not properly
defended against.

including a mandatory doctor's visit
that ensured I'm fit enough for the
trip. Partly because risk is a given
everywhere in the world, in one
way or another. But it's mostly due
to the thrill that precedes a truly
intrepid adventure, a rare chance
to get offline and step into the
unknown, ceding control to the
natural forces that civilisation tries
to mask. The luxury elements that
guests like Buzz Aldrin and Prince
Harry enjoyed during past stays
add to my excitement too.
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ANTARCTICA 2024/2025
The most comprehensive Antarctica season

We are excited to release our new 2024/2025 itineraries and brochure, celebrating the spirit of polar exploration
and adventure to the epic white continent. There's never been a season with more ways to explore Antarctica.

Invigorating encounters
Anticipation does little to prepare
me for the first moment stepping off
the plane after it glides to a stop at
Wolf's FangRunway,named for the

The risks don't phase me. Partly
because lI'm thoroughly prepared, SMALL-SHIP
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Guests
prepare to board, the Basler BT-67 aircraft

on skis at Wolfs Fang Runway; pod at
Whichaway camp Credit: KelvinTrautman

For booking enquiries, to request a brochure, training or marketing

support or to register your agency with us, please contact us on:
agents@auroraexpeditions.co.uk or call 0808 189 2005

Visit our UK Agent Hub: aexpeditions.co.uk/Europe-uk-agents
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jagged black peak cutting into the sky
nearby. As I move into the sunlight,

a shock of cold permeates my clothes,
my body, my soul. It's invigorating,
cleansing and surreal when cOupled
with the unending white that flows to
the horizon in every direction. There's
no way to not feel alive and in the
moment here, especially when
relearning how to walk on the solid,
slippery ice. Focus is essential.

breath when the bird's-eye view of
Antarctica at low altitude knocks it out
of me again. It's like an ocean frozen in
time, infinite shades of white perforated
by glacial islands bursting forth from the
ice. From that vantage point it would
be easy to feel smal, but instead I'm
imbued with the meaning that comes
from connection, from remembering that
I'm part of this dazzling planet.

Followinga brief restat the
aptly named Wolf's Fang Camp for
champagne and charcuterie - this is a
luxurycamp after all - we're whisked
away to board a Basler BT-67 outfitted
with giant skis, which will deliver
us to White Desert's original camp,
Whichaway. I've only just found my

Elite explorers
There are no hotels in Antarctica, but
White Desert's movable, modular pod
camps are the epitome of hospitality.
Whichaway's capable staff, many of whom
are professional athletes, welcome us
into the warm enclave of the communal
lounge, which looks out over a freshwater

ABOVE: White Desert's Gulfstream G550 OPPOSITE:FIRSTROW Penguin colony; pod interior, Echo Camp SECOND ROW Seared tunamea ot
Whichaway, writer Ali Wunderman; Echo Camp THIRD ROW Exploring an lce tunnel FOURTH ROW Aerial view of Echo Camp; white chocolde
and rooibos mousse Credits: KelvinTrautman; Andrew Macdonald;VWhiteDesert Antarctica
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Lindblad
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ANTARCTICA

Antarctica
Experience Immersive Exploration

The White Continent with Lindblad Expeditions-
an unforgettable journey of discovery.

CALL: +1.646.760.4534 | EXPEDITIONS.COM/TRAVEL-ADVISOR

Scan OR code for
itinerary details &
current rates

ABOVE: Glampinq-style accommodation at White Desert campWNhichawayCredit: AndrewMacdonald

lake in front of a looming glacier. We're
on the Schirmacher Oasis, an ice-free
exception to the continent's nearly 98%
coverage. It's still very, very cold. After
a brief tour of the facilities, including
how to use the glamping-style toilets
(waste is shipped off the continent
at the end of the season), I snuggle
beneath the dense blankets and faux fur
throw adorning my cosy bed.

66
Afier a tour of the facilities,
Isnugglebeneath thedense
blanketsand faux fur throw
adorning my cosy bed INATONALGEOGRASHICEPLDR

Whichaway evokes the elite
explorers' clubs of the past. Champagne
flows freely in the lounge, as does
conversation. With no phones to distract
anyone, we instead get to know each
other. It harks back to the days of trading
stories over a campfire, and in this
case, we do tend to huddle near the
heater. Everything at the canp serves
a functional purpose, but no feature
is more alluring than the standalone
cedar sauna. After a stínt in there, I'm
warmed up enough to walk back to
my pod in just a swimsuit.

After a fevw nights at the flagship
camp, we reboard the Basler to reach
Echo Camp, White Desert's new,
space-inspired set of pods close to
White Fang (though you can't see one
from the other). The futuristic set-up
overlooks the infinite white expanse,
and I am again humbled by the sight.
Inside, a geometric portal installation
by artist Anthony James plays with the
concept of infinity, capturing the endless
wonder of Antarctica outside. Traveler Traveler

I wasn't expecting to have my mind
blown by shakshukawhile visiting

READERS
CHOICEAWARDS
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GOLD LIST
20232022

©2023 Lindblad Expeditions, Lindblad Expeditions and the Eye are the trademarks of Lindblad Expeditions, All rights reserved.
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WINDSTARKNOWSTHEWAY
ioEUROPEwhats NEW

WHITE DESERT WORLD

White Desert has launched a 21-day
journey taking guests to 10 destinations

across seven continents.
The White Desert World itinerary starts

in Mexico City, Mexico, before travelling on
to Colombia, Easter lsland (pictured), Fiji,
Borneo, India, Turkey, Namibia, South Africa
and Antarctica Guests can choose between
two endings to their adventure - either

opting for White Desert's Greatest Day trip to
Antarctica, where they will enjoy a few hours
on the ice, or an extended version where
they stay on the continent for a further five
days before returning to Cape Town.

ABOVE: Hiking in Antarctica
Credit: Kelvin Trautman

Guests will travel around the world

* 2025 EARLY BOOKING OFFER *in a Boeing 757-200 set up in a private
confiquration with 50 lie-flat seats. All air

operations will endeavour to use sustainable
aviation fuel (SAF where possible and the
journey will be fully offset (White Desert
has been carbon neutral since 2007).

Antarctica, but White Desert's culinary
team spares no expense in plating
phenomenal meals. Even on an airplane
ride to visit a penguin colony, the boxed
lunch that's provided rates among the
best food I've ever eaten.

Free All-lnclusive upgrade - Wi-Fi, unlimited beer, wine & cocktails; and all gratuities
PLUS

$100 USD onboard credit per guest, a savings of over $700 USD!
BOOK BY 5 JULY, 20 23

Terms and conditions applyThe White Desert VWorld trip is available
for a maximum of 50 quests and the first
departure is set for January 10. Prices start
from S178,000, with the Antarctic five-day

extension starting from $32,000.
white-desert.com

If your clients are ready to sail this year or in 2024,
we have some great values on many itineraries.

Adventure awaits
Speaking of penguins, seeing them almost
didn't happen. The closest emperor
penguin colony is on the continent's
edge at Atka Bay, meaning Antarctica's
notoriously volatile weather has to
behave at both departure and destination
for a visit to occur. Flexibility is necessary
while waiting for wind conditions to align,
but in the meantime, there is no shortage
of riveting activities near the camps.

WIND YACHTS STAR PLUS YACHTS

Your clients will sail through breathtaking waterways, dock closer to iconic cities, and step off at rarely seen
places where they can follow what intrigues them. With more time and overnights exploring Europe's iconic

cities and small ports, Windstar voyages take them where the big ships can't go.

We invite them to come aboard for a private yacht style cruise with just 148 to 312 guests. They will bask in the
warm hospitality and casual luxury Windstar is known for. And they can choose sailing or all-suite yachts with

Cruise Only or All-Inclusive Fares and discover travel that's 180 degrees from ordinary.
Our first full day at Whichaway is

spent hiking across the neighbouring
frozen lake in spiky crampons, gawking
at the glacier beyond. After a brief

Contact us today at 0808 189 3698
or visit www.cruiseline.co.uk/windstar-uk-agents

WINDSTAR THE CRUISELINECRU ISES
180 FROM ORDINARY

YOUR LUXURY CRUISE EXPERT
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Your private address at sea

Grill Suites

9078

ABOVE: The entire trip across the region is packed with humbling sights Credit: Martin Hartley/eyevine

lunch we continue deeper into the
continent, hiking for hours around
lichen-covered scree until we reach a cliff
overlooking the edge of the ice shelf,
whose frozen waves extend beyond
the scope of vision. VWe descend the
slope and search for an entrance into
the solid ice, a door into a breathable
sea. A tunnel reveals itself, and we are
ensconced in a cobalt blue so sharp, so
dense, that I no longer believe I've truly
experienced the colour blue until now.

66
With our Princess and Queens Grill Suites, guests can relax in exclusive private spaces
on board and savour the finest culinary theatre in the intimacy of the Grill restaurants.

Were in a cobalt blue ice tunnel so

densethat I nolonger fel Tve truly
experiencedthe colour blue until now

Beautiful sea views. A prime, central location on board. An inviting, spacious lounge area.
Cunard Grills are the epitome of luxury.

fast as I take White Desert's Gulfstream

G550 back to Cape Town, just avoiding a
storm that keeps other guests grounded
for days. Filled with awe, gratitude and
an overwhelming sense of the planet's
fragility, I let my eyelids respond to the
first hint of darkness seen in a week. If
Icould choosemydreams, I would ask
them to take me back to Antarctica.

Your customers can experience a Fly-Mediterranean voyage in style in
Queen Victoria's luxurious Grill Suites:

From climbing ice walls and abseiling
to soaking up presentations from staff
about their international exploits atop
various peaks, there is no shortage of
activity. On my last day, the weather
allows a trip to the emperor penguins,
their playfulness and attentive parenting
delightful to watch. It's a wonder how
they thrive on the ice shelf, so uniquely
evolved for the myriad ways in vwhich
Antarctica challenges life of any kind.

Barcelona to lstanbul
7 nights 30 Sep -7Oct 2024 V423A

Cunard Fare, inclucing tlights

from £2,449pp

Istanbul, Greek Isles and Spain
14 nights 30 Sep- 14 Oct 2024 V423

Cunard Fare, inclucing (lights

from £4,098pp

BOOK IT: White Desert's week-long South Pole

andEmperors ilinerary leads n at $98,500 per
person staying at Whichaway Camp or SI04,000

to stay at Echo Camp. The trips depart from Cape

Town and are limited to 12guests per departure.

WHITE-DESERT.COM

Visit Shinerewardsclub.com or scan
theQRcode formoreinformation.

The grip of Antarctica's interior holds
Prices shown are based on two adults sharing a Princess Grill Suite and are correct at time of printing. DABTA)Travel wih confidence
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